Research Is a Verb
How do you research? Psi Chi offers these three experiences, each perfect for you and your students to flex your research skills.

1. **Practice Crowdsourced Cross-Cultural Data Collection**
   Last year, 70 contributors across 25 institutions in 6 countries joined our NICE: CROWD cross-cultural research project. Proposals for the 2021–22 project are due July 31, and publication opportunities will be offered once data collection ends. **Let the NICE Chair know** you want to participate with your students this year.

2. **Try Out #PsiChiR on July 1–15**
   Monthly #PsiChiR Contests provide a fun environment to practice using the free R software while competing for sticker prizes. Encourage your students to get involved too each month this fall.

3. **Finish Strong by Publishing in Psi Chi Journal**
   Our latest issue boasts 20 articles about topics from college adjustment to racial microaggressions. See our Submission Guidelines and consider experiencing our rigorous, but educational, peer-review process. Faculty submissions are welcome.
OUR STORE

Dress them up or dress them down, these cool black and white seal socks are the way to go. Purchase now through the Psi Chi Store.

FACULTY OPPORTUNITIES

Psi Chi Seeks New Editor for Psi Chi Journal
Full-time doctoral faculty members with experience in reviewing and editing psychological research are encouraged to apply by August 15.

Apply to Become Psi Chi’s Next Diversity Director
It is not too late to serve in this special position designed to help Psi Chi ensure that it reflects the rich diversity of people and perspectives in psychology. Apply by June 30.

LIVE EVENT WITH ALLIANT

I/O Psychology Webinar: Cross-Cultural Teams
High performing teams happen by design, not accident. They are structured, informed, competent, and intradependent. During this event presented by CSPP Alliant International University, Dr. Kasia Fuiks will facilitate a discussion on cultural norms and their proximity in high performing teams utilizing research and personal narratives. Learn more and RSVP before June 24.
AWARDS & GRANTS

- Faculty Research Grants—July 1
- Mamie Phipps Clark Diversity Research Grants—July 1

MEMBERSHIP REMINDERS

- Due to the pandemic, students who (a) graduated between March 1, 2020, and August 31, 2021, and (b) met eligibility criteria to join Psi Chi at the time of graduation may still join until December 31.

- Advisors—are you ready for collecting membership fees to become a thing of the past? Go ahead and switch to the Individual Member Processing Option anytime this summer.

- Officers—Don’t forget to submit your chapter activities for the Fall Eye. Deadline is June 30.

LATEST CONTENT

- The Strange and Surprising Origins of the t Statistic Magazine article: Published March 31

- Good Teaching Is Good Teaching: Learning Science and Student Success in the Time of COVID-19 Webinar: Recorded February 12

- Racism in Psychology? Yes, We’re Going There! Podcast episode: Released February 22